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Abstract
We used observational methodology to analyze lateral conditioning in the technicaltactical performance of high level 8–9-year-old karatekas, specifically in relation to
the guard action that supports the technical action and the body segment with which
it is performed. We designed an ad hoc observation instrument to analyze lateral
preference in the technical-tactical actions that take place during the kumite. We
relied on LINCE software for data registration, and we found good inter-observer
reliability, calculated with Cohen’s Kappa coefficient. Generalizability Theory supported the homogeneity of the behavior deployed by these combatants. Our results
represent a starting point in the longitudinal programming of karate. By relating our
results and those of other studies that have addressed lateral performance in formative karate in the kumite modality, we are able to draw a roadmap of a karateka’s
path towards the equilaterality that is inherent in an elite competitor: (a) the 8-9
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year old karateka must overcome a conditioned lateral prevalence by adopting a
forward non-dominant leg guard so as to then attack with the dominant body segment; (b) the eqilateral use of the right or left fist must occur later, between the 12–
13 year age group and the senior category; and (c) there will then be less decisive
lateral conditioning in the execution of offensive leg techniques.
Keywords
laterality, karate, observational methodology, combat analysis, children

Introduction
The development of body laterality affects different facets of a child’s development, such as the integration of the body scheme, spatial-temporal organization
and motor coordination. This development process conditions the learning processes of motor skill (Bernabeu, 2016; Dean & Reynolds, 1997). Definitions of
corporal laterality include both the predominant use of a cortical hemisphere, as
well as the superior aptitude or ability to use one side of the body over the other
(Scharoun & Bryden, 2014). Left-sided or right-sided lateralization never occurs
radically (Boltanski, 1984; Martin & Porac, 2007; Mayolas, 2003); and it is less
pronounced in the legs than in the upper limbs, as can be seen from differences
in the size of lateral cortical surfaces representing these motor systems (Mayolas
et al., 2015; Tichy & Belacek, 2009; Zverev, 2016).
From the age of 3–4 years, there is a strong genetic lateral conditioning
(prevalence) evident in an individual’s lateral performance in the environment
(preference); this lateral conditioning is characterized by consolidated lateral
preferences and the corresponding development of neural circuits (Bernabeu,
2016; Kinsbourne, 2009; McManus, 2002; Scharoun & Bryden, 2014). Body
laterality takes hold firmly between 7-12 years of age (Michel et al.,
2006; Scharoun & Bryden, 2014; Tichy & Belacek, 2009; Whittington &
Richards, 1987).
Sports training with children should occur whenever lateral organization is
certain, and it is normal for lateral preference to coincide with the genetic prevalence from about age 6-10 years (Ferre et al., 2008; Mayolas, 2003; Mayolas &
Reverter, 2015). Once a child has defined laterality, lateral prevalence and preference coincide, and it is time to reinforce the use of the non-dominant side in
order to seek the equilaterality required of a high-level athlete (Dopico et al.,
2016; Lapresa et al., 2020). Lateral preference is a dynamic developmental process that involves interaction with the environment, and it can be modified
through training (Del Valle & De la Vega, 2007; Gabbard & Hart, 1995,
Mikheev et al., 2002). In martial arts, the competitor’s lateral preference can
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be conditioned to execute certain motor skills not only unilaterally but also in
more complex bilateral or interlateral movements (Dopico et al., 2016).
In karate, many combat analyses have been conducted that have not considered lateral preference in the execution of various techniques (Laird & McLeod,
2009, Koropanovski et al., 2008; Paz & Mi~
no, 2000; Vidranski et al., 2015). In
their characterization of elite athletes, Koropanovski and Jovanovic (2007) studied the front leg in the adoption of the guard action. In a separate work that
should be highlighted, Ibá~
nez et al. (2018) conducted combat analyses in which
they incorporated the question of how laterality is used, observing that elite
karate athletes integrate the body segment guard action (right or left) that
supports the body segment offensive action (right or left).
Especially relevant for this article are two comparative studies (Lapresa,
Ibá~
nez, Arana, Amatria, et al., 2011; Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on, et al.,
2011) of combat actions in elite karate practiced by 12–13-year-old children.
From their results, we can deduce that the elite senior competitor can shape
lateralization to the circumstances of the competition, while the elite 12–13 year
old competitor has not yet overcome conditioned lateral prevalence. Thus, we
sought to analyze lateral conditioning in the technical-tactical karate performance
of 8–9-year-old children in relation to the guard action and the body segment that
performs it. We studied how laterality in the initiation of combat (kumite) is
addressed among these young competitors who stand out for their high level of
competence within their age category. In this way, we intended to generate a
relevant starting point in the longitudinal programming of karate skills and
mark a series of developmental milestones in formative karate related to the
role that kumite should assume in the competitors’ lateralization process.

Method
We developed the present work with filmed observational methodology
(Anguera, 1979). The observational design we used is, according to Anguera
et al. (2011), nomothetic, an intra-session follow-up and multidimensional, since
we analyzed the lateral prevalence of the technical-tactical performance of 30
individual competitors, frame to frame, within the same championship. The
conditions of the observation were non-participant and direct, based on
filmed combats. There should be no reactivity bias, as observation through
filming did not affect the competitor’s spontaneous behavior; filming karate
fights by coaches, family members, and others is now a common practice
(Ibá~
nez et al., 2018).

Participants
The fights we analyzed took place in the National Karate Tournament (LNK
J-1), held in Pamplona (Spain), on February 22, 2020. We chose this tournament
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because it is one of the few “national” tournaments that include children
between 8-9 years of age in the competition, assuring that the participants we
selected would have sufficient skill levels to be considered fit for combat.
Participants born in 2011–2012, belong to the 8–9-year-old age group
(M ¼ 8.57, SD ¼ 0.50). Of the 37 such participants in the tournament, 30 were
right-handed and right-legged, two were right-handed and left-legged, two were
left-handed and right-legged, and three had homogeneous left laterality. Our
observational sampling comprised 30 data packages that corresponded to each
of the 30 karateka, all of whom had homogeneous right hand-foot laterality and
were in their first tournament fight. Thus, these data provide evidence of how
lateral preference was manifested in executing technical-tactical actions and
show if the participants were able to overcome their lateral conditioning. This
methodology allowed us to relate our data to data obtained by Lapresa, Ibá~
nez,
Arana, Amatria et al. (2011) and Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on et al. (2011) in
their studies of 12–13 year-olds who also had right-hand-foot laterality.
To film the fights, we requested authorization from the Royal Spanish Karate
Federation and the Organizing Committee of the Championship. We obtained
informed consent from the parents and/or legal guardians of each competitor
for their participation in this research through filmed fights. Also, at the time of
the informed consent agreement, we collected information regarding the participants’ lateral preference (hand-foot). This work had the approval of the
Research Ethics Committee of the University of University of La Rioja (file
no. CE-12-2020).

Observation Instrument
We based the structure of the record of the observation instrument on Ibá~
nez
et al. (2018) in which each combat-competitor’s data package was made up of
sequences that consisted of guard positions and actions (minimum unit of the
record). Thus, the observation instrument was designed ad hoc for the analysis
of lateral preference in the technical-tactical actions that children develop during
the kumite. The observation instrument (see Table 1) was a combination of a
field format and a system of categories.

Recording and Coding
Our observational sampling was comprised of 30 data packages, one generated
for each of the 30 participants in their 25 fights. The recording of the data
packages (competitor-combat) was carried out using the LINCE software, version 1.2.1 (Gabin et al., 2012). The data obtained in the record were of type IV,
concurrent and time-based (Bakeman, 1978). Figure 1 presents a captured segment of the recording process in the coding software.
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Table 1. Observation Instrument.
Criterion or dimension
Fist technique
Leg technique

Guard

Segment
Combat situation

End of sequence

Contact of the
offensive technique
on the opponent

Categories and codes
Direct fist technique (DF); circular fist technique (CF);
unusual fist technical actions (F00).
Front leg Technique (FL); circular leg techniques (CL);
lateral leg technique (LL); back leg technique (BL);
unusual leg technical actions (L00).
Left guard (LG); right guard (RG); position taken by the
competitor before an order (YOI); the competitor
does adopt a guard (G00).
Right (RG); left (LT).
Start of combat (SC); end of combat (EC); start of
sequence (SS); end of sequence (ES); start of round
(SR); end of round (ER).
Exit from the competition area (EC); grab the opponent
without intention of attack (GO); point in favor (PF);
penalty (PY); point against (PA); anomalies in infrastructure or equipment (IE00).
High zone contact (HZ); middle zone contact (MZ); low
zone contact (LZ); high zone no contact (HN); middle
zone no contact (MN); low zone no contact (LN).

Figure 1. A Captured Moment of the Observational Record Using LINCE Software.
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Data Quality Control
Agreement and Concordance Between Observations. Two observers were tasked with
recording the data, but only after both had passed a training process based on
Anguera (2003). The second observer recorded three data packages, representing 10% of the total number of data packages. We calculated inter-observer
reliability Cohen’s (1960) Kappa coefficient and percentage of agreement. With
the use of the Generalized Sequential Querier (GSEQ) software (Bakeman &
Quera, 1995) and to strengthen data quality, we determined that point-by-point
agreement had occurred when all the events of the multi-event were recorded
identically by the two observers; that is, if one of the events of the multi-event
differed, we assumed that the complete multi-event did not match. The values of
the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for each of the compared data packages were:
participant 5-combat 3 (percentage of agreement, 81%; Kappa, 0.79); participant 6-combat 3 (percentage of agreement, 81%; Kappa, 0.78); participant
12-combat 11 (percentage of agreement, 87%; Kappa, 0.86).
Generalizability of the Results. Using Generalizability Theory (Cronbach et al.,
1972) and the SAGT software (Hernández-Mendo et al., 2016), we conducted
a generalizability analysis based on recommendations proposed by BlancoVillase~
nor and Escolano-Perez (2017). We carried out a measurement plan,
[Category]/[Participants], to evaluate the generalizability of the results, based
on the number of participants. Both facets had 30 levels (30 participants and 30
categories) and were arranged in a “cross” manner to estimate an infinite population. Table 2 shows the results obtained, revealing that the variability was
associated with the [Category] facet 60.47, and the interaction facet [Category]/
[Participants] 33.21, with a value of 6.32 for the [Participants] facet. Analysis of
the generalizability coefficients in this design structure determined that precision
on the generalization reliability was achieved: relative generalizability coefficient
(e2) ¼ 0.98 and absolute (U) ¼ 0.97. This result allowed us to verify the homogeneity of the behavior displayed in combat by the right-handed participants we
selected for this study.

Table 2. Results of the Generalizability Analysis Corresponding to the Observation Plan
[Category]/[Participants].
Sources of variation

Sum of squares

[CATEGORY]
[PARTICIPANTS]
[CATEG][PARTICI]

12486.329
1505.796
6511.338

gl
29
29
841

Mean square

% variance

Standard error

430.563
51.924
7.742

60.466
6.318
33.216

3.645
0.440
0.377
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Data Analysis
We conducted statistical analyses using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS, version 26; IBM corp. 2019) program. We aimed to determine
whether the participant’s lateral preference (right or left) in executing a technique had a higher probability of occurrence than the opposite laterality. To do
this, we first analyzed whether the sample data fit a certain distribution; that is,
if the data were proportionally distributed in the lateral execution of the technique. For this, we applied the goodness of fit v2 test (Balakrishnan et al., 2013),
comparing the observed frequencies with those expected under the hypothesis
that the lateral execution of a technique would be distributed uniformly. We set
statistical significance at p < 0.05. In the event that the null hypothesis was
rejected (i.e., the data were not equally distributed) we next calculated the
odds (i.e., the number of favorable events divided by the number of unfavorable
events) for those techniques on which lateral preference was not proportionally
distributed so as to determine the advantage of one category over another (i.e.,
how many times one category was more likely to occur than another). Finally,
we determined the Confidence Interval (CI) to assess whether the odds were
outside the values set by the CI with a probability of 95%. If the CI considers a
value ¼ 1, the odds obtained were discarded, since this result did not reflect any
advantage of one category over another.

Results
Table 3 shows that the right or left lateral preference used in the execution of
guard positions in the performance of techniques grouping fist and leg techniques, fist techniques, leg techniques, and the direct fist and circular leg techniques, were not distributed proportionally, having registered a significantly
uneven presence of the laterality involved with the technique. However, the
laterality of the execution in the circular fist technique and the set of noncircular leg techniques were distributed proportionally.
Next, in Table 4, we calculated the odds, taking as a reference the category
that had the greatest presence in each criterion, to indicate how many times it
was more likely that one category occurred over the rest of the categories
that made up the criterion in question. Specifically, the following criteria or
categories were analyzed: (a) guard (left/right); (b) segment (right/left);
(c) fist (right/left); d) leg (right/left); (e) direct fist technique (right/left); (f)
circular leg techniques (right/left); and (g) guard adopted (right/left) and
segment that executed the technique (right/left). Finally, the 95% CI was calculated to ensure that the result obtained reflected the advantage of one category over another.
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Table 3. Goodness-of-Fit Test of Lateral Performance in Technical Execution.
Technique
Guard
Segment
Fist technique
Leg technique
Direct fist technique
Circular fist technique
Circular leg techniques
Non-circular
leg techniques
Guard and segment

Laterality
Left guard
Right guard
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left Guard/
Right Segment
Left Guard/
Left Segment
Right Guard/
Right Segment
Right Guard/
Left Segment

%

v2

p

377
81
148
310
91
199
57
111
89
196
2
3
38
79
19
32
248

82.314
17.686
32.314
67.686
31.379
68.621
33.929
66.071
31.228
68.772
40.000
60.000
32.479
67.521
37.255
62.745
54.148

191.301

p < 0.001

57.301

p < 0.001

40.221

p < 0.001

17.357

p < 0.001

40.172

p < 0.001

0.200

p ¼ 0.655

14.368

p < 0.001

3.314

p ¼ 0.069

261.214

p < 0.001

129

28.166

62

13.537

19

4.149

Frequency

Table 4. Odds and 95% Confidence Interval of Lateral Performance in Technical Execution.
Technique
Guard
Segment
Fist technique
Leg technique
Direct fist technique
Circular leg techniques
Guard and segment

More frequent
laterality

Compared
laterality

Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left guard/
Right segment

Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left guard/
Left segment
Right guard/
Right segment
Left guard/
Left segment

Odds

95% CI

4.654
2.095
2.187
1.947
2.022
2.079
1.922

3.663–5.914
1.723–2.547
1.708–2.801
1.417–2.677
1.715–2.827
1.415–3.054
1.555–2.377

4.000

3.031–5.279

13.053

8.220–20.727
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Discussion
The observational tool we designed allowed us to obtain data that would permit
us to establish conclusions in drawing a roadmap in the competitor’s lateralization process in the formation of kumite. The quality (reliability and generalizability) of the data on which the analyses were conducted was guaranteed to
satisfy these objectives in terms of concordance and generalizability. All the
combats that constituted our observational sample involved karateka with
homogeneous right hand-foot laterality. Thus, we examined lateral preference
in the execution of technical-tactical actions while considering the specific lateral
prevalence of the competitors (Whittington & Richards, 1987).
Regarding the guard action that supported the execution of the offensive technical action, in this 8-9 year-old category of competitors with homogeneous right
laterality, we found an evident predominant use of the forward left leg guard over
the right leg guard. Koropanovski and Jovanovic (2007) obtained a greater preference in the use of the right guard among adult elite karate fighters (right
guard ¼ 49.78%; left guard ¼ 35.91%; clinch ¼ 14.31%). Lapresa, Ibá~
nez,
Arana, Amatria et al. (2011) and Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on et al. (2011)
found significant differences in relation to the use of the left or right guard between
elite karate and that of the 12–13-year-old group; all the karateka in their study
had homogeneous right hand-leg laterality. It is very interesting to note that while
adult competitors adopted both guards in a balanced way 51.40% right guard,
48.60% left guard, our 12–13 year-old competitors showed a clear preference for
the use of a forward left leg guard (74.52%). These differences denote a clear
evolution in the karateka’s path toward the equal use of right and left guards in
combat. In relation to the body segment used, unifying offensive techniques of the
fist and leg, our results confirm that 8–9 year-old karateka with homogeneous
right laterality typically use the right versus the left limb.
Regarding the guard/segment combination, the left guard with right body segment use (fist or leg) predominated over the following other combinations: left
guard with left body segment use, right guard with right body segment use and,
finally, right guard with left body segment use. This strong lateral conditioning in
the use of the guard, with a non-dominant leg forward, to attack with the dominant body segment, was also detected by other investigators in studies of 12–13year-old children (Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Amatria, et al., 2011; Lapresa, Ibá~
nez,
Arana, Garz
on, et al., 2011). However, in elite adult karate, confirmed a preference to carry out the attack with the right segment, first in Gyaku mode
(Funakoshi, 1988; Nakayama, 1977), with a left forward leg guard and a right
body segment attack (41.81%) and in Oi mode, with a right forward leg guard and
right body segment attack (odd ¼ 1.74; CI 95% ¼ 1.33–2.28). To a lesser extent,
the elite competitor resorted to techniques performed with the left body segment in
the Gyaku mode, with forward right leg guard and attack with left body segment
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(odd ¼ 2.04; CI 95% ¼ 1.53–2.71) and in Oi mode with a forward left leg guard
and a left body segment attack (odd ¼ 3.04; CI 95% ¼ 2.19–4.22).
Regarding the preference shown in performing fist techniques by our 8-9year-old competitors with homogeneous right laterality, our participants predominantly used the right fist over the left fist. Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Amatria
et al. (2011) and Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on et al. (2011), found that senior
competitors, with homogeneous right hand-foot laterality, had a more balanced
use of right and left fists (right fist, 31.40% of total offensive actions; left fist,
26.84% of total offensive actions) than did 12–13-year-old children (right fist,
45.30% of total offensive actions; left fist, 3.40% of the total of offensive techniques) for whom the lateral prevalence clearly coincided with their preferred
use of the fist versus leg in combat. Thus, the path to equilaterality in the
performance of fist techniques occurs between the 12–13-year-old age group
category and the senior category. The residual use of the circular fist technique
mirrors these, with the right fist showing dominance over the left.
Also, in relation to leg techniques, our observational sampling discovered a characteristic homogeneous right fist/leg laterality in the predominant use of the right
versus the left leg among our 8–9-year-old participants. Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana,
Amatria et al. (2011) and Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on et al. (2011), showed
that, in elite adults, contrary to what happens with fist techniques, there was a even
more disproportionate use of the right leg (22.60% of all offensive techniques in
comparison with 8.70% with the left leg) than was evident in 12–13 year old children
(22.80% actions with the right leg of the total offensive techniques; in comparison to
11.9% with the left leg). In other words, for the use of the leg, there was not a
relevant lateral conditioning to consider in training an elite kumite karateka for two
reasons: (a) the movement of the leg is slower than that of the arm, as well as that of
the non-dominant segment compared to the dominant segment (Garcıa-Manso
et al., 1998), which fits with the strategy to minimize risks typical of highperformance kumite; and (b) there is a lower need to condition genetic prevalence
in the lateral preference of the leg segment, due to its lower representation in the
cerebral cortex (Tichy & Belacek, 2009). This finding can also be extended to circular leg techniques, the most used in combat both by elite competitors (Ibá~
nez
et al., 2018; Koropanovski & Jovanovic, 2007; Koropanovski et al., 2008; Laird &
McLeod, 2009) and children (Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Amatria, et al., 2011;
Lapresa, Ibá~
nez, Arana, Garz
on, et al., 2011).

Limitations and Direction for Future Research
The major limitation of this work was that we only recruited and analyzed
competitors with homogenous right hand/leg laterality. We are working to
obtain an observational sample of competitors with homogeneous left hand/
leg laterality and of competitors with lateral crossing in order to add these
observational data.
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Conclusion
This work is a relevant starting point in the longitudinal programming of laterality in formative karate. We characterized lateral conditioning in the
technical-tactical performance of the 8-9-year-old karateka in relation to the
guard that supports the action and the karate segment with which the offensive
technical-tactical action is carried out. Relating these data to other works that
have addressed lateral performance in formative karate in the modality of
kumite, we have been able to draw a roadmap for others interested in the
developmental of elite karate skills. Specifically, in the karateka’s path towards
equilaterality that is inherent in an elite competitor, there is an early progression
in the use of guards such that there emerges an adoption of a guard with a nondominant forward leg in order to attack with the dominant segment. On the
other hand, the performance of equilateral fist techniques occurs between the
12-13 age group and the senior category.
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